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Abstract
We consider a generalization of the classical Art Gallery Problem, where instead of a light
source, the guards, called k-transmitters, model a wireless device with a signal that can pass
through at most k walls. We show it is NP-hard to compute a minimum cover of point 2-
transmitters, point k-transmitters, and edge 2-transmitters in a simple polygon. The point 2-
transmitter result extends to orthogonal polygons. In addition, we give necessity and sufficiency
results for the number of edge 2-transmitters in general, monotone, orthogonal monotone, and
orthogonal polygons.
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1 Introduction
The traditional art gallery problem (AGP) considers placing guards in an art gallery—modeled
by a polygon—so that every point in the room can be seen by some guard. A similar question
asks how to place wireless routers so that an entire room has a strong signal. Observation shows
that often not only the distance from a modem, but also the number of walls a signal has to
pass through, influences signal strength.
Aichholzer et al. [1] first formalized this problem by considering k-modems (k-transmitters),
devices whose wireless signal can pass through at most k walls. Since 2010, little progress
has been made on the problem of k-transmitters, or even the problem of 2-transmitters, de-
spite reaching a wide audience as the topic of a computational geometry column by Joseph
O’Rourke [18] in the SIGACT News in 2012. Analogous to the original AGP (k = 0), two main
questions can be considered:
(1) Given a polygon P , can a minimum cardinality k-transmitter cover be computed effi-
ciently?
(2) Given a class of polygons of n vertices, what are lower and upper bounds on the number
of guards needed to cover a polygon from this class?
For the classical AGP, the complexity question (1) was answered with NP-hardness for many
variants. O’Rourke and Supowit [19] gave a reduction from 3SAT, for polygons with holes and
guards restricted to lie on vertices. Lee and Lin [14] gave the result for simple polygons. This
result was extended to point guards (that are allowed to be located anywhere inside of P ) by
Aggarwal (see [17]); Schuchardt and Hecker [20] gave NP-hardness proofs for rectilinear simple
polygons, both for point and vertex guards. The complexity of the k-/ 2-transmitter problem
had not previously been settled, and in this paper, we prove the minimum point 2-transmitter,
the minimum point k-transmitter, and the minimum edge 2-transmitter problems to be NP-hard
in simple polygons. The minimum point 2-transmitter result also holds for simple, orthogonal
polygons.
Answers to (2) are often referred to as “Art Gallery theorems”, e.g. Chva´tal’s tight bound
of bn3 c for simple polygons [9]. Fisk [12] later gave a short and simple proof for Chva´tal’s result.
In the case of orthogonal polygons, the bound becomes bn4 c, as shown by Kahn et al. [13].
For k-transmitters, Aichholzer et al. [1] showed d n2k e k-transmitters are always sufficient
and d n2k+4e k-transmitters are sometimes necessary to cover a monotone n-gon1; for monotone
orthogonal polygons they gave a tight bound of d n−22k+4e k-transmitters, for k even and k = 1.
Aichholzer et al. [2] improved the bounds on monotone polygons to a tight value of d n−22k+3e. In
addition, they gave tight bounds for monotone orthogonal polygons for all values of k. Other
publications explored k-transmitter coverage of regions other than simple polygons, such as
coverage of the plane in the presence of line or line segment obstacles [3, 11]. For example,
Ballinger et al. established that for disjoint segments in the plane, where each segment has
one of two slopes and the entire plane is to be covered, d 12 ( 56
log(k+1)
n + 1)e k-transmitters are
always sufficient, and d n+12k+2e k-transmitters are sometimes necessary. For polygons, Ballinger
et al. concentrated on a class of spiral polygons, so called spirangles, and established that bn8 c
2-transmitters are necessary and sufficient. For simple n-gons the authors provided a lower
bound of bn/6c 2-transmitters. We improve this bound in Section 4.
For the classical AGP variants involving guards with different capabilities have been consid-
ered; for example, edge guards monitor each point of the polygon that is visible to some point
of the edge. The computational complexity of the minimum edge guard problem was settled
by Lee and Lin [14] who proved it to be NP-hard. Bjorling-Sachs [5] showed a tight bound of
1The stated lower bound of dn/(2k + 2)e given in [1] is a typo, and the example only necessitates dn/(2k + 4)e
2-transmitters.
Polygon Class Always Sufficient Sometimes Necessary
General b3n/10c+ 1 [21] bn/6c (Th. 5)
Monotone d(n− 3)/8e (Th. 7) d(n− 2)/9e (Th. 6)
Monotone Orthogonal d(n− 2)/10e (Th. 9) d(n− 2)/10e (Th. 8)
Orthogonal b(3n + 4)/16c [5] d(n− 2)/10e (Th. 8)
Table 1: A summary of results on the number of edge 2-transmitters sufficient or necessary to cover a
polygon with n vertices.
b 3n+416 c edge guards for orthogonal polygons. For general polygons b 3n10 c + 1 edge guards are
always sufficient and bn4 c are sometimes necessary [21], and no tighter bounds are known.
Other problems related to k-transmitter coverage have also been considered. Already in
1988, Dean et al. [10] considered a problem in which single edges become transparent. While
for ordinary visibility the AGP equates to finding a cover of star-shaped polygons, Dean et
al. defined pseudo-star-shaped polygons to include parts that are visible through single edges.
The authors concentrated on testing whether a polygon is pseudo-star-shaped, that is, whether
there exists one of these more powerful guards that completely covers the input polygon. More-
over, Mouawad and Shermer [16] considered the so-called Superman problem: given a polygon
P and its subpolygon K, for a point x in the exterior of P , how many edges of P must be made
intransparent or opaque so that x cannot see a point of K?
Our Results. Our focus is on finding covers of lower power transmitters, that is, mainly
2-transmitters. This is in line with the work of Ballinger et al. [3] and is motivated both by
practical applications and by virtue of being the natural extension of classical Art Gallery results,
that is, results for k = 0.
We provide NP-hardness results for several problem variants in Section 3. In Section 4
we provide observations on point 2-transmitter covers and a lower bound for the number of
point 2-transmitters in general polygons. We give sufficiency and necessity results for edge
2-transmitters in Section 5; these results are summarized in Table 1.
2 Notations and Preliminaries.
In a polygon P , a point q ∈ P is 2-visible from p ∈ R2 if the straight-line connection pq intersects
P in at most two connected components.
For a point p ∈ P , we define the 2-visibility region of p, 2VR(p), as the set of points in P that
are 2-visible from p. For a set S ⊆ P , 2VR(S) := ∪p∈S2VR(p). A set C ⊆ P is a 2-transmitter
cover if 2VR(C) = P .
Points used for a 2-transmitter cover are called (point) 2-transmitters. By comparison, an
edge 2-transmitter e can monitor all points of P that are 2-visible from some q ∈ e: 2VR(e) =
∪q∈e2VR(q). In this article, we focus on 2-transmitters in a polygon P (edges or points of P ).
Most results for point 2-transmitters generalize to arbitrary locations.
Analogously, we can define k-visibility: a point q ∈ P is k-visible from p ∈ R2 if the straight-
line connection pq intersects P in at most k connected components. For a point p, the k-visibility
region of p, kVR(p), is the set of points in P that are k-visible from p. For a set S ⊆ P ,
kVR(S) := ∪p∈SkVR(p). A set C ⊆ P is a k-transmitter cover if 2VR(C) = P . Points used for
a k-transmitter cover are called (point) k-transmitters.
3 NP-hardness results
In this section, we provide NP-hardness results for finding the minimum number of point 2-
transmitters in a 2-transmitter cover in general simple and in orthogonal simple polygons, and
(a) (b)
Figure 1: An example of our NP-hardness reduction from MLCP to MP2TC in the proof of Theorem 1.
(a) L in black and the resulting spike box in red. (b) The additional construction for 2-transmitters.
for point k-transmitters in simple polygons. In addition, we show that finding the minimum
number of edge 2-transmitters in an edge 2-transmitter cover is NP-hard in general simple poly-
gons.
Minimum Point 2-Transmitter [k-transmitter] Cover (MP2TC)
[MPkTC] Problem:
Given: A polygon P .
Task: Find the minimum cardinality 2-transmitter [k-transmitter] cover of P .
Theorem 1. MP2TC is NP-hard for simple polygons.
Proof. We reduce from the Minimum Line Cover Problem, shown to be NP-hard by Brode´n et
al. [6]:
Minimum Line Cover Problem (MLCP)
Given: A set L of non-parallel lines in the plane.
Task: Find the minimum set S of points such that there is at least one point in S on each line
in L.
For a given set of lines L we construct a “spike box” P : an (axis-aligned) square Q that
contains all intersection points plus two narrow spikes per line at the intersections with Q; see
Figure 1(a). If we consider computing the minimum 0-transmitter cover of P , at least one
0-transmitter must lie on each line. Hence, this problem is equivalent to a minimum line cover.
However, for the case of 2-transmitters we must slightly modify the spike-box construction.
At each spike we add a small “crown”: two additional spikes, resulting in a polygon P (L). The
spikes ensure that points in the central spike are visible only to points in Q along the original
line from L; see Figure 1(b). This yields that a minimum point cover of L is equivalent to a
minimum 2-transmitter cover of P (L).
Observe that we can easily extend the above result to point-k-transmitters: we enlarge the
“crowns” and add k/2 spikes to each side of the central spike that relates to the input line from
L. This yields:
Figure 2: An orthogonal spike construction, used in the proof of Theorem 2: P (L) is shaded in light gray,
a line of L is shown in bold black.
Corollary 1. MPkTC is NP-hard for simple polygons.
Theorem 2. MP2TC is NP-hard for orthogonal, simple polygons.
Proof. Again we prove the statement by reduction from the MLCP. However, we do not reduce
from the original problem, but rather a variant that was proven to be NP-hard as well. As Biedl
et al. [4] showed in 2011, the MLCP remains NP-hard even if the given lines (parallelity allowed)
have only one out of 4 slopes (horizontal, vertical, diagonal and off-diagonal in the octagonal
grid), a problem we call MLCP4. The slope constraint ensures that our constructed polygon
can be polynomially encoded.
Given the lines L of a MLCP4 instance, we rotate all lines by 22.5◦. Again we construct
an (axis-aligned) square Q that contains all intersection points. Due to the rotation, no line is
orthogonal to an edge of Q. We construct a “spike box”, but alter it slightly: for each spike we
insert the construction shown in Figure 2 (adapted to one of the four slopes), resulting in an
orthogonal polygon Po(L).
Let k be the number of lines in L, and ` the size of the MLCP4 solution. We claim a
minimum line cover of L of cardinality ` is equivalent to a minimum 2-transmitter cover of
Po(L) of cardinality ` + 4k.
In Figure 2, p and q are only 2-visible from points in the regions shaded dark gray and black,
respectively, and not from Q. In addition, the black triangle, labelled ∆, is 2-visible from no
other spike gadget, and in Q only from points along the thickened line representing the line from
L. If we want to place a 2-transmitter g to simultaneously cover p and ∆, g must be located
in the polygon area with white squares. But then, no point in the area with black squares, Pb,
is visible to g. No point in Q covers Pb, requiring an additional 2-transmitter within the spike
gadget. An analogous argument is used for q. Thus, the minimum number of 2-transmitters
that cover the spike gadget—except for ∆, and parts of the lower corridors of the two spirals
which are 2-visible from any point within Q—is two, located at the two (red) stars. This results
in 4k 2-transmitters, two per spike.
The remaining ∆’s in all spike gadgets can be covered with ` 2-transmitters iff the lines of
L can be covered by ` points, which establishes the claim.
Minimum Edge 2-Transmitter Cover (ME2TC):
Given: A polygon P .
Task: Find the minimum cardinality edge 2-transmitter cover of P .
Theorem 3. ME2TC is NP-hard for simple polygons.
Proof. We adapt the proof for the minimum edge guard problem of Lee and Lin[14], i.e., their
reduction from 3SAT.
Let F be an instance of the 3SAT problem. That is, F is a Boolean formula in 3-CNF: it
consists of a set C = {C1, C2, . . . , Cm} of m clauses over n variables V = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, where
each clause Ci consists of three literals. The 3SAT problem is to decide whether there exists a
truth assignment to the variables of F such that each clause is satisfied. From F we construct
in polynomial time a simple polygon P (that is, we represent the variables and clauses by pieces
of the polygon), such that P admits an edge 2-transmitter cover of size 3m + n + 1 if and only
if F has a truth assigment satisfying all its clauses.
As with Lee and Lin’s adaptation of the point guard AGP, we need to modify the literal
pattern, the variable pattern, the vertex W and in our case also the clause pattern; see Figure 3.
For the variable pattern we make the additional assumption that each literal appears in at least
3 clauses (or we could add spikes to the rectangle wells of the variable pattern).
In order to facilitate understanding of our proof, we give a brief recap of the point guard
proof of Lee and Lin. They present a simple polygon that has a large central convex part,
with clause gadgets on top and variable gadgets on bottom. The clause gadgets consist of
a triangular structure with three smaller literal gadgets, one per literal (variable or negated
variable) that appears in the clause. For each literal gadget, only two points (vertices) can be
used to simultaneously guard the spike of the literal gadget and a spike in the variable gadget.
These two points correspond to the two possible truth settings of the literal. For each clause,
this triangular structure is connected to the main body of the polygon, such that at least one of
the point guards coinciding with a truth setting satisfying the clause must be used, as otherwise
a part of the triangle cannot be guarded. The variable gadgets are used to enforce consistency
amidst the truth settings of a variable that appears either as the variable or negated in different
clauses. Per variable, two slightly tilted wells are added to the bottom of the polygon’s main
body. The wells of all variables can be monitored by the top left corner of the polygon’s main
body, the vertex W . For each variable pair of wells there is one triangle that can only be
monitored by top points of the two wells of this variable. One well of the pair corresponds to a
truth setting of true, and the other to a truth setting of false. Spikes are added to these wells
that are an extension of lines of visibility into the wells from the two distinguished points of
the literal pattern in the clause gadgets via the right top corner of a well. Thus, only if the
truth setting of a literal is chosen consistently in all clause gadgets, all spikes of one well can
be monitored from these points. In this case, only one additional guard is needed to cover the
spikes of the other well, plus the triangle of the variable well pair. Thus there is a consistent
satisfying assignment of truth values to variables if and only if the polygon has a guard set of
size 3n + m + 1.
For the NP-hardness proof for edge guard covers, Lee and Lin adapted these structures to
ensure the properties given above. We do the same for edge 2-transmitters.
Figure 3(a) shows our literal pattern: only 2-transmitters ab and cd can cover the entire literal
pattern; they correspond to truth settings that do not and do satisfy the clause, respectively.
In the clause gadget, only the 2-transmitters cd from the literal patterns, corresponding to
a truth setting that fullfils the clause, can monitor the complete gadget. See Figure 3(b) for
the lower right corner of the triangular clause structure: the spikes around region Γ ensure (i)
edges ab corresponding to a truth setting that does not satisfy the clause cannot cover Γ, and
(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 3: (a) Literal, (b) Clause, (c) Variable, and (d) Vertex W gadgets for edge 2-transmitters. Lines of
sight from the variable pattern spikes are shown in gray.
(ii) no edge outside the clause gadget can cover all of Γ—we add the same construction on the
other side of the clause triangle.
Figure 3(c) shows the adaptation of the variable gadget. Depicted is the construction for
one variable. Only the two bold 2-transmitters cover the lowest of the 3 consecutive triangles to
the left and also one of the wells and its spikes in the variable pattern. We add two additional
wells, visible from w1, between variable patterns, preventing edges inside a variable pattern from
monitoring another.
We replace vertex W from the AGP construction by edge w1w2, see Figure 3(d). Point w1
serves the same purpose as W in the original proof; only w1w2 covers both the entire attached
gadget (necessary to prevent choosing edges adjacent to W/w1w2, which may cover more than
desired) and all wells in and between variable gadgets.
Altogether, we obtain a one-to-one correspondence between edge guards from the proof of
Lee and Lin and edge 2-transmitters in our constructed polygon, proving that the constructed
polygon has an edge 2-transmitter cover of size 3m+n+ 1 if and only if instance F of the 3SAT
problem is satisfiable.
Figure 4: The 2-visibility region of the red point (shaded light red) has O(n) connected components.
4 Point 2-transmitters
We begin with an observation that indicates 2-transmitter coverage problems have additional
complexity when compared to 0-transmitter problems.
Observation 1. In a simple polygon P , the 2-visibility region of a single guard can have O(n)
connected components. See Figure 4(b).
We now present lemmas on point 2-transmitter covers that enable the edge 2-transmitter
results.
Lemma 1. Every 5-gon can be covered by a point 2-transmitter placed anywhere (boundary or
interior).
Proof. Any 5-gon is 2-convex (i.e., the intersection of any line with a 5-gon P has at most two
connected components).
Lemma 2. Let P be a 6-gon and let e = {v, w} an edge of P . A point 2-transmitter at v or at
w covers P .
Proof. By the Two Ear Theorem [15], there exists a diagonal from either v or w that splits off a
triangle T from P . Removing T leaves a 5-gon P ′ which has v or w as one of its vertices; denote
this vertex v˜. The addition of T does not increase the number of connected components of the
polygon on any visibility ray starting at v˜. That is, for any ray r starting at v˜, the number of
connected components of r ∩ P ′ is the same as the number of connected components of r ∩ P .
Thus, all of P is visible from a 2-transmitter on v˜.
Lemma 3. Every monotone 6-gon can be covered by a single (point) 2-transmitter placed at
one of its two leftmost (or rightmost) vertices.
Proof. The statement follows directly from Lemma 2, as in a monotone polygon, the leftmost
vertex v1 and the second-to-leftmost vertex v2 are adjacent.
The following Splitting Lemma was shown by Aichholzer et al. [1]. As it plays a central role
in one of our proofs for edge 2-transmitters, we present the lemma and a sketch of its proof:
Lemma 4 (Splitting Lemma, [1]). Let P be a monotone polygon with vertices p1, p2,..., pn,
ordered from left to right. For every positive integer m < n, there exists a vertical line segment
l and two monotone polygons L and R such that
• L has m vertices and R has n−m + 2 vertices.
ef
le
l
l
f
e
L R
P
p6
p5
p5
p6
p1
p2
p3
p4
p4
p3
p1
p2
p7
p8
p9
p10
p11 p10
p11p9
p7
p8
Figure 5: Application of the Splitting Lemma of [1] to an 11-gon P for m = 6, resulting in a 6-gon L and
a 7-gon R.
• Either l is a chord of L and an edge of R, or l is an edge of L and a chord of R.
• pm or pm+1 is an endpoint of l.
• Denote as L′ the subset of L left of l and denote as R′ the subset of R right of l; then
P = L′ ∪R′.
Proof Sketch. Consider a vertical line intersecting P between pm−1 and pm. The edges e and
f this vertical line crosses, when extended, meet to either the right or left of this line (assuming
they are not parallel). If they meet to the left, then l is the vertical segment in int(P ) containing
pm−1, L is the portion of P left of l, and R is the portion of P right of l together with the
triangle formed by l and the extensions of e and f ; see Figure 5 for an example. If e and f meet
to the right, l runs through pm and the construction rules of R and L are swapped. Careful
analysis shows R and L satisfy the stated properties.
4.1 Necessity for General Polygons
We recall that for general polygons and standard (0-transmitting) guards, bn/3c guards are
sometimes necessary and always sufficient to guard a polygon with n vertices [9]. It follows
that for 2-transmitters, bn/3c are also always sufficient to cover a polygon with n vertices by
simply considering 2-transmitters as weaker 0-transmitters instead. We demonstrate that bn/5c
2-transmitters are sometimes necessary to cover a polygon with n vertices, improving the bn/6c
bound of [3].
Theorem 4. There exist simple polygons on n vertices that require bn/5c 2-transmitters to
cover their interior.
Proof. We provide an example of a polygon Pn where any valid covering requires at least bn/5c
2-transmitters. Figure 6 depicts a five-vertex gadget. Dashed arrows indicate edges that connect
to neighboring gadgets. One can arrange bn/5c of these gadgets sequentially around a circle,
subdividing up to 4 edges if necessary so that Pn has exactly n vertices and n edges. Modified
angles allow for an arbitrary large number to be placed around a circle.
Vertex a is only 2-visible from the shaded region (if all other gadgets remain entirely below
both gray dashed 2-visibility lines). For distinct gadgets these shaded regions are disjoint. Thus
at least one point from each gadget must be included in any valid 2-transmitter cover.
a
Figure 6: Lower bound construction for point 2-transmitters in general polygons.
(a)
a
(b)
a1 a2 a3 a`
...
Figure 7: Lower bound construction for edge 2-transmitters for (a) general and (b) monotone polygons.
5 Edge 2-transmitters
Analogous to the direction of inquiry taken for traditional (0-transmitting) art gallery guards, in
this section we consider the natural generalization of point 2-transmitters to edge 2-transmitters.
We first consider general polygons, and then look at monotone and monotone orthogonal poly-
gons.
5.1 General Polygons
For general n-gons, the upper bound of b 3n10 c+ 1 edge guards from [21] obviously holds for more
powerful edge 2-transmitters. The polygon requiring bn4 c edge guards only necessitates bn8 c edge
2-transmitters, and next we improve on this lower bound:
Theorem 5. There exist simple n-gons that require bn/6c edge 2-transmitters.
Proof. We provide a polygon Pn where any valid covering by edge 2-transmitters requires at
least bn/6c edges. Figure 7(a) depicts a six-edge gadget. The dashed arrows indicate the
beginnings of edges of neighboring gadgets; one can arrange bn/6c of these gadgets sequentially
around a circle, subdividing up to 5 edges if necessary so that Pn has n vertices and n edges.
(Modified angles allow for an arbitrarily large number to be placed around a circle.) Vertex
a is only 2-visible from one of the six edges in the gadget (if all other gadgets remain entirely
below the gray dashed 2-visibility lines). In addition, a is not visible from the endpoints of the
gadget edges that are incident to edges from adjacent gadgets. Thus, at least one edge from
each gadget must be included in any valid edge 2-transmitter cover.
5.2 Monotone Polygons
Theorem 6. There exist monotone n-gons that require d(n− 2)/9e edge 2-transmitters.
Proof. Consider polygon P in Figure 7(b). Two points pi, pj ∈ int(P ) within ε from ai, aj are
not 2-visible from the same edge. So, each ai requires an edge for coverage. |V (P )| = 9` − 6
and ` edge 2-transmitters are necessary. For any value of n, the construction (possibly with up
to 8 edges subdivided) necessitates b(n + 6)/9c = d(n− 2)/9e edge 2-transmitters.
Before we can prove the upper bound for monotone n-gons, we present a crucial lemma.
Lemma 5. Any monotone 10-gon P can be covered by a single edge 2-transmitter e, and for
every point p ∈ P , there exists q on e such that p is 2-visible from q, where q is left of at least
two vertices of P and right of at least two vertices of P .
Proof. Label vertices of P left to right: v1, . . . , v10. Assume no two vertices are on the same
vertical line (otherwise perturb one by some sufficiently small ε).
Draw vertical line l5 though v5. Let e be the edge it hits on the other monotone chain;
its endpoints are a = vi where i ≤ 4 and b = vj where j ≥ 6. First consider the vertical
l4 l5
PL
PR
v1
v2
v4
v3
v5
v6
v7 v9
v8
e
f
v10
e′
v9v1 l5
v3
v6
l4
v4
v2
v5
e
v10
v8
v7
l7
PL
PR
(b)(a)
Figure 8: Examples of a monotone 10-gon P ; edge 2-transmitters covering P are thickened. In the proof of
Lemma 5, (a) falls under case 1 and (b) case 2.
v5
v6v4
v8
v1
v9
v3
v7
v11
v10
v2
(a)
Edge Witness points
v1v7 • • • •
v1v2 • • •
v2v3 • • • •
v3v4 • • • •
v4v5 • • • •
v5v6 • • • •
v6v9 • • • •
v7v8 • • • •
v8v11 • • •
v9v10 • • •
v10v11 • • •
(b)
Figure 9: (a) A monotone 11-gon requiring two edge 2-transmitters; boundaries of 2-visibility regions of
the five colored witness points are dotted. (b) • denotes the edge sees the gold witness point, etc. No edge
2-transmitter covers all five witness points.
line l4 through v4. This separates from P a 5-gon PL ⊂ P with vertices v1, v2, v3, v4, and
the other intersection of l4 with P ’s boundary. By Lemma 1, PL can be covered by a point
2-transmitter placed anywhere in the interior or boundary of PL, and in particular anywhere
along the intersection of l4 with P .
Case 1: See Figure 8(a). If b = vj and j ≥ 7, the vertical line l7 through v7 cuts a 5-gon
PR from P , with vertices v7, v8, v9, v10, and the other intersection of l7 with P ’s boundary. By
Lemma 1, PR can be covered by a 2-transmitter placed anywhere in PR. Then PL is 2-visible
from e ∩ l4, PR is 2-visible from e ∩ l7 and the interior of e covers P \ (PL ∪ PR).
Case 2: Otherwise, b = v6; see Figure 8(b). Consider the line segment f connecting v5
and v6. We have f ⊆ P and it crosses from one monotone chain to the other. To its right f
separates from P a 6-gon PR. By Lemma 3, PR is 2-visible from a point 2-transmitter placed
at c, c = v5 or c = v6. P ’s edge e
′ with right endpoint c (possibly e′ = e) has left endpoint in
the set {v1, v2, v3, v4}. Edge e′ covers P : PR is 2-visible from c, PL is 2-visible from e′ ∩ l4, and
the interior of e′ covers P \ (PL ∪ PR).
The bound of 10 is the best we can hope for: the monotone 11-gon from Figure 9(a) neces-
sitates two edge 2-transmitters.
The next lemma follows immediately from the proof of the Splitting Lemma in [1], and is
crucial to the subsequent sufficiency result.
Lemma 6. Let P , L, R, L′, R′, and l be as in the Splitting Lemma. Then for every edge e 6= l
of L, the subset of e left of l is a subset of an edge of P . For every edge e 6= l of R, the subset
Figure 10: Lower bound construction for monotone orthogonal polygons, necessitating
⌈
n−2
10
⌉
edge 2-
transmitters. The 2-visibility region of the bold edge is shaded.
of e right of l is a subset of an edge of P .
Theorem 7.
⌈
n−2
8
⌉
edge 2-transmitters are always sufficient to cover a monotone n-gon with
n ≥ 4.
Proof. We induct on n. Base case: one edge 2-transmitter e covers monotone k-gons, k =
3, 4, ..., 10 by Lemmata 1, 3, and 5. Each p ∈ P is 2-visible from some q ∈ e, with q to the right
of at least two vertices of P .
Suppose n > 10, and that for all n′ < n, every monotone n′-gon P ′ can be covered by a set
C of
⌈
n′−2
8
⌉
edge 2-transmitters, and each p ∈ P ′ is 2-visible from some point q ∈ e ∈ C, with
q to the right of at least two vertices of P ′. Apply the Splitting Lemma (Lemma 4) for m = 10
to obtain a monotone 10-gon L and a monotone (n − 8)-gon R. Let l, L′, and R′ be as in the
lemma. Then by Lemma 5, 10-gon L can be covered by a single edge 2-transmitter e such that
every point p ∈ L is 2-visible from some point q on e that is to the left of at least two vertices
of L and to the right of at least two vertices of L. It follows that e 6= l, and the portion of e
consisting of all such points q is entirely to the left of l, so by Lemma 6 is a subset of an edge
of P . Thus, there exists a single edge 2-transmitter t of P that covers L′. Moreover, all points
in L′ are 2-visible from a point q ∈ t ∈ P , where q is to the right of at least two vertices of P ,
because the same statement holds for edge e of L.
By the induction hypothesis, monotone (n − 8)-gon R can be covered by a collection C of⌈
(n−8)−2
8
⌉
edge 2-transmitters, and every point in R′ is 2-visible from some point q ∈ e ∈ C,
where q is to the right of at least two vertices of R. Hence, for each edge e ∈ C, the portion t of
e consisting of all such points s entirely to the right of l, so by Lemma 6 t ⊂ edge ∈ P . Thus,
there exists a collection C ′ of
⌈
(n−8)−2
8
⌉
edge 2-transmitters covering R′.
So, P has an edge 2-transmitter cover C of size 1 +
⌈
(n−8)−2
8
⌉
=
⌈
n−2
8
⌉
with the assumed
property.
5.3 Monotone Orthogonal Polygons
We now consider a more restrictive class of simple polygons, monotone orthogonal polygons, and
give a tight bound that
⌈
n−2
10
⌉
edge 2-transmitters are always sufficient and sometimes necessary
to cover monotone polygons with n vertices.
Theorem 8. There exist monotone orthogonal (MO) n-gons that require
⌈
n−2
10
⌉
edge 2-transmitters.
Proof. Consider the staircase-shaped polygon of Figure 10. A single edge 2-transmitter can see
the entirety of at most five segments, horizontal or vertical, of the staircase. The total number
of edges is twice the number k of segments plus 2, and
⌈
k
5
⌉
=
⌈
n−2
10
⌉
edge 2-transmitters are
sometimes necessary.
We now proceed to show the upper bound.
Lemma 7. Any monotone orthogonal 6-gon is covered by a (point) 2-transmitter placed any-
where.
l l′
PL
PR
l l′
PL PR
v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
v6
v7
v8
v9
v10 v11
v12
v3
v8
v2
v6
v7
v11
v4
v10
v1
v5
v12
v9
e e
f
(a) (b)
Figure 11: Examples of a monotone orthogonal 12-gon P ; edge 2-transmitters covering P are thickened. In
the proof of Lemma 8, (a) falls under case 1 and (b) case 2.
Proof. Any orthogonal 6-gon P has at most one reflex vertex. Thus, for any point p, the line
pq for any other point q ∈ P crosses at most two edges of P .
Lemma 8. Any monotone orthogonal 12-gon P can be covered by one edge 2-transmitter, not
placed on its leftmost or rightmost edge.
Proof. Assume no two vertical edges in P have the same x-coordinate. Order the vertices of P
left to right, and order vertices with the same x-value (endpoints of a vertical edge ev) according
to a left to right traversal of the monotone chain containing ev. The two leftmost and rightmost
vertices can be put in any order. Label the vertices as v1, v2,..., v12 in this order, see Figure 11.
Vertical edges have endpoints v2i−1, v2i , i = 1, 2, ..., 6. For horizontal edges (except for rightmost
and left most vertices), the right (left) vertex has odd (even) index.
Consider the supporting line l through the vertical edge v5, v6. This separates from P a
6-gon with vertices v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, and l ∩ e, where e is an edge in the opposite monotone
chain from v5. We have v6 ⊂ l, though it may lie on the boundary of PL, as in Figure 11(a),
or not, as in Figure 11(b). The supporting line l′ through the vertical edge with v7, v8 also
separates from P a 6-gon PR with vertices v8, v9, v10, v11, v12 and l
′ ∩ e′, where e′ is an edge
in the opposite chain from v8. Note edge e always extends rightward past the right boundary
of PL, thus, its right endpoint is vi for i ≥ 7. We consider two cases for the number of edges
extending from PL rightward beyond l (based on v6’s location).
Case 1: If v6 is on the boundary of PL, a second edge extends rightward from v6, also with
its left endpoint in PL and its right endpoint some vi for i ≥ 7; see Figure 11(a). In this case
at least one of these two edges has right endpoint vi for i ≥ 8, so it covers PR, PL and the
rectangular region P \ (PL ∪ PR).
Case 2: Else, v6 is not on the boundary of PL, and e is the only edge extending rightward
from PL; see Figure 11(b). Similar to case 1, if e has right endpoint vi for i ≥ 8 we are done,
so, we suppose v7 is e’s right endpoint. In this case, e might not cover the entirety of PR. Let
f be the segment connecting v5 and v7. We have f ⊂ P . We note that f separates from P
a (non-orthogonal) 6-gon P ′L with vertices v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v7, and PL ⊆ P ′L. P ′L contains at
most one reflex vertex and, thus, can be covered by a point 2-transmitter placed anywhere on
its boundary. In particular, the edge v7v8 covers P
′
L from v7, PR from v8, and P \ (PL ∪ PR)
from its interior.
In neither case above do we pick the rightmost or leftmost edge to cover P .
Theorem 9.
⌈
n−2
10
⌉
edge 2-transmitters are always sufficient to cover a monotone orthogonal
n-gon.
Proof. We induct on n. For a monotone orthogonal n-gon P , n is even and P has n/2 vertical
and horizontal edges. By Lemma 8, all monotone orthogonal m-gons with 4 ≤ m ≤ 12 can be
covered by one edge 2-transmitter, not placed on its leftmost edge.
Label the vertical edges of P in order left to right as e1, e2, . . . , en/2. Consider the supporting
line of edge e6; this separates from P a monotone orthogonal 12-gon Q with six vertical edges
e1, e2, . . . , e5, and some segment of the supporting line of e6. Polygon Q can be covered by a
single edge 2-transmitter, not placed on its leftmost or rightmost edge. The remainder P \ Q
has n/2 − 5 ≥ 2 vertical edges e7, e8, . . . , en/2, and some segment of the supporting line of
e6, so, |V (P \ Q)| = n − 10. By the inductive hypothesis, it can be covered by
⌈
(n−10)−2
10
⌉
edge 2-transmitters, none of which are placed on its leftmost edge. Together with the single
edge covering Q, this yields a cover of P by 1 +
⌈
(n−10)−2
10
⌉
=
⌈
n−2
10
⌉
edge 2-transmitters, not
including P ’s leftmost edge.
6 Conclusion
We presented NP-hardness, necessity and sufficiency results for point and edge 2-transmitters.
For edge 2-transmitters, only the result on monotone orthogonal polygons is tight. For the other
classes, a gap between upper and lower bound remains. In particular, the upper bound in two
cases comes from the less powerful 0-transmitters.
In addition, the point 2-transmitter problem in general polygons remains a very interesting
question: we improved the current lower bound to bn/5c, but the best upper bound is still given
by the upper bound from the general AGP, that is, bn/3c.
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